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We study hydrogen-bond dynamics in liquid water at low temperatures using molecular dynamics simulations. We analyze the dynamics using energetic and geometric definitions of a hydrogen bond, and employ two
analysis methods: ~i! a history-dependent correlation function, related to the distribution of bond lifetimes, and
~ii! a history-independent correlation function. For method ~i! we find an approximately Arrhenius temperature
dependence of the bond lifetime, and find that the distribution of bond lifetimes is extremely sensitive to the
choice of bond definition. For method ~ii! we find—independent of bond definition—that the dynamics are
consistent with the predictions of the mode-coupling theory, suggesting that the slow dynamics of hydrogen
bonds can be explained in the same framework as standard transport quantities. Our results allow us to clarify
the significance of the choice of both bond definition and analysis technique.
PACS number~s!: 61.43.Fs, 61.20.Ne

I. INTRODUCTION

The anomalous properties of water are believed to be connected to the influence of the microscopic behavior of hydrogen bonding on both dynamic and thermodynamic properties
of bulk water @1–4#. Both experimental @5–11# and theoretical @12–22# studies have focused on understanding various
aspects of the hydrogen bond, including network connectivity and relaxation time, bond lifetime, and other properties.
On supercooling, relaxation times typically display a powerlaw behavior with an apparent divergence at a temperature
T s '228 K, that has gained much attention. Molecular dynamics ~MD! studies, while limited by the accuracy of the
model, are particularly useful for investigating the anomalous behavior in the supercooled regime since nucleation
does not occur on the time scale of MD simulations. Furthermore, MD provides immediate access to hydrogen-bond information, which expedites investigation of the bond dynamics. As a result, several studies previously focused on bond
dynamics using MD.
Here we investigate the temperature dependence of the
hydrogen-bond dynamics using the extended simple point
charge ~SPC/E! model of water @23#. A brief report of some
of our results recently appeared @24#, and here we provide a
more complete account. We study the bond dynamics using
two possible definitions of a hydrogen bond, and consider
two analysis methods first proposed by Stillinger @25#: ~i!
correlations in a time series of bonds which are continuously
intact, and thus dependent on the history of bond breaking;
and ~ii! correlations independent of the history of bondbreaking events.
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For analysis method ~i!, we find that the average bond
lifetime t HB , measured by the first breaking time, displays
an Arrhenius temperature dependence, as expected from experiments @5,6#. For analysis method ~ii!, we find a nonexponential relaxation of the bond correlations and power-law
behavior of correlation time t R that can be interpreted using
mode-coupling theory ~MCT! for the dynamics of supercooled liquids @26#.
Previously, the transport properties were shown to be well
described by MCT @27,28#, suggesting that the bond dynamics may be understood in the same theoretical framework as
transport properties. Moreover, the possible relationship between the MCT predictions and the observed power-law behavior of water’s dynamics quantities was previously discussed @27–29#. Simulations very close to the MCT
transition temperature T c , show the expected breakdown of
the MCT predictions. Furthermore, the dynamic behavior in
this region has also been shown to correlate with the properties of the potential energy surface @30#—which may aid in
understanding dynamics below T c .
In previous work, authors typically focused on either
method ~i! @15# or method ~ii! @19,20#. Differences in the
results of these studies may be attributed to the model potential, bonding definition, temperature range, or analysis
method considered. Here we clarify the effect of the analysis
method and bond definition used. Based on this investigation, we propose that analysis method ~ii!—correlations independent of bond breaking—provides more useful results.
However, we also recommend that future work should use
these techniques only as a supplement to calculations of
quantities that are directly observable in experiments, such as
the depolarized Raman spectrum.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
review the phenomenology of fragile supercooled liquid dynamics that is relevant to the simulations we perform, which
are described in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present the analysis
methods we employ to interpret the simulations, and Sec. V
provides a brief summary of the results of previous studies.
The main results of this work are described in Sec. VI, which
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is divided into several subsections. Finally, Sec. VII presents
a brief discussion and a summary.
II. DYNAMICS OF SUPERCOOLED LIQUIDS

In this section, we describe some of the formalisms employed to explain the dynamics of supercooled liquids approaching a glass transition. For a more complete review of
glassy behavior, we refer the reader to recent reviews @3,31–
33#. Canonical features of the dynamics of supercooled liquids approaching vitrification include the non-Arrhenius behavior of the relaxation time and the nonexponential decay
of correlation functions. A number of theories have been
offered to explain these dynamics, such as the entropy-based
theory developed by Adam, Gibbs, and Di Marzio @34# and
the MCT of Götze and co-workers @26#.
A. Entropy-based theory

We first consider the entropy-based theory, which treats
the formation of an ideal glass as a true second-order phase
transition @34#. One of the primary results of this theory is
the prediction that the relaxation time of the liquid approaching the glass transition obeys the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann
~VFT! form @35#

t ;e A/(T2T 0 ) ,

FIG. 1. Relative values for simple liquids of the melting temperature T m , and those temperatures often used in discussion of the
glass transition: T c , T g , and T 0 . T c is the temperature of structural
arrest in MCT, T g is the experimentally defined value of the glass
transition, and T 0 is the temperature that appears in the VFT form
of Eq. ~1!. The predictions of MCT are usually found to be valid in
exactly the temperature range that we simulate.

only for T.T c where ‘‘activated’’ processes are not important. These activated processes provide a new mechanism for
motion close to T c , and thereby a sharp transition is avoided.
Fits of data indicate that typically T c '1.2T g @31#. Figure 1
shows the typical relationship among T m ~the melting temperature!, T c of MCT, T g , and T 0 of the VFT form.
MCT predicts that any correlation function c(t) related to
density fluctuations will decay via a specific two-step process. The first relaxation step is characterized by a rapid
decay to a plateau value c pl , and near the plateau behaves as
a power law:

~1!

where T 0 is the temperature of a second-order transition, and
is associated with the Kauzmann temperature @3,31#, the
temperature where the extrapolated entropy of the supercooled liquid is equal to that of the stable crystal. Equation
~1! is obtained with the assumption, which we will discuss
later for the case of water, that the constant pressure specific
heat C P depends inversely on temperature. In addition, Eq.
~1! predicts a complete structural arrest of the liquid at T 0 .
Experimentally, it is known that the fluid is not completely
arrested in the glassy state, and the transition to a glassy state
is commonly defined to occur at a temperature T g where the
viscosity reaches 1012 Pa s. Therefore, it is not surprising
that fits of, e.g., viscosity @34,36# indicate that T 0 ,T g .
Close to T g , the VFT form sometimes fails, and the relaxation reverts to Arrhenius temperature dependence.
B. Mode-coupling theory

MCT has been the focus of much recent interest, since
MCT may provide a quantitative explanation for observed
dynamic anomalies of liquids in a limited temperature regime, particularly the range accessible to MD simulations.
MCT was originally developed for atomic liquids, and some
extensions were recently made to consider molecular liquids
@37#. The idealized form of MCT focuses on the transient
trapping of a particle by its near neighbors that occurs occurs
as temperature is lowered, commonly known as the cage
effect. At low temperatures, movement of a single particle
requires collective rearrangement of the neighboring particles, giving rise to greatly increased relaxation times. MCT
accounts for this behavior by assuming a nonlinear feedback
mechanism controlled by a ‘‘memory’’ function that eventually leads to structural arrest at a temperature T c . As a result,
the predictions of idealized MCT are expected to be valid

c ~ t ! 2c pl }t 2a .

~2!

The duration of the plateau value is expected to increase as
temperature approaches T c from above. The second decay is
predicted to behave near the plateau as
c pl 2c ~ t ! }t b ,

~3!

where b, the von Schweidler exponent, typically depends on
pressure.
Furthermore, MCT also predicts that the slow relaxation
process can be collapsed to a single master curve of the form

c ~ t ! 5c„t/ t R ~ T ! …,

~4!

where t R (T) is the relevant relaxation time. This scaling is
frequently referred to as the time-temperature superposition
principle ~TTSP!. MCT predicts that the relaxation times do
not follow Arrhenius behavior, but rather conform to a
power law

t R ~ T ! ; ~ T2T c ! 2 g ,

~5!

where the value of g depends on the thermodynamic path
that is followed. The exponents g , a, and b are not independent, for only one exponent is needed to predict the values of
all exponents. The two equations which determine all the
exponents when provided with one value are

g5

1
1
1
2a 2b

~6a!

and
@ G ~ 12a !# 2 @ G ~ 12b !# 2
5
.
G ~ 122a !
G ~ 112b !

~6b!
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The exponents b and g were previously calculated for the
SPC/E model @27,28#, which we shall compare our results to
in Sec. VI.
III. SIMULATION DETAILS

We perform MD simulations of 512 water molecules at
temperatures T5350, 300, 275, 250, 225, 210, and 200 K,
interacting via the SPC/E pair potential @23#. At T5200 K,
we simulate two independent systems, as the long relaxation
time at this temperature reduces the quality of time averaging. The SPC/E model treats water as a rigid molecule consisting of three point charges located at the atomic centers of
the oxygen and hydrogen, which have an OH distance of
1.0 Å and a HOH angle of 109.47 °, the tetrahedral angle.
Each hydrogen has a charge q H 50.4238e, and the oxygen
has a charge q O 522q H , where e is the fundamental unit of
charge. In addition, the oxygen atoms of separate molecules
interact via a Lennard-Jones potential with parameters s
53.166 Å and e 50.6502 kJ/mol. Note that the SPC/E potential displays a density maximum T M D at T'245 K at atmospheric pressure @38–40#, 32 K lower than the T M D of
H2 O and 39 K less than the T M D of D2 O.
We fix the density r 51.0 g/cm3 , and equilibrate all state
points to a constant temperature by monitoring the pressure
and internal energy. We control the temperature using Berendsen et al.’s method of rescaling the velocities @41#, while
the reaction field technique with a cutoff of 0.79 nm @42#
accounts for the long-range Coulombic interactions. The
equations of motion evolve using the SHAKE algorithm @43#
with a time step of 1 fs. Equilibration times range from 500
ps at the highest temperature to 15 ns at the lowest temperature. To analyze the dynamic behavior, it is desirable to
make measurements in the isochoric/isoenergetic ensemble
~NVE!. However, a small energy drift is unavoidable for the
long runs presented here, so we again employ the heat bath
of Berendsen, using a relaxation time of 200 ps @27#. The
large relaxation time prevents an energy drift, but achieves
results that are very close to those that would be found were
it possible to perform a simulation in the NVE ensemble. For
analogous reasons, we choose not to employ constant pressure methods.
IV. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATIONS
A. The two hydrogen-bond definitions

We consider two criteria for determining the presence of a
hydrogen bond @44#. The definition of Sciortino and Fornili
@13#, which we will refer to as the energetic bonding criterion, considers two molecules to be bonded if their oxygenoxygen separation is less than 3.5 Å and their interaction
energy is less than a threshold energy E HB over a duration
exceeding a minimum threshold time. However, we do not
include this temporal criterion in our study. We also study a
geometric definition @19,20# which uses the same distance
criterion but replaces the energetic condition by requiring the
O–H . . . O angle between two molecules to be less than a
threshold angle u HB . We will select the parameters E HB and
u HB in order to reproduce roughly the experimentally observed temperature dependence of the bond lifetime.
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B. The two analysis methods

We examine the dynamic behavior for each definition using two analysis methods @25#:
~1! Bond autocorrelations for bonds which have remained
continuously unbroken ~we call these ‘‘history-dependent’’
correlations!.
~2! Bond autocorrelations, irrespective of possible bond
breaking ~we call these ‘‘history-independent’’ correlations!.
To formalize the analysis methods, consider a binary operator h i j (t) for each pair of particles $ i, j % , where h i j (t)
51 if particle i and j are bonded at time t and h i j (t)50 if i
and j are not bonded at time t @19,20#. The mean total number of the bonds in the system is given by 21 N(N21) ^ h & ,
where the brackets denote an average over all possible pairs
of molecules and times. The history-independent correlation
function c(t) expresses the probability of a randomly chosen
pair of molecules being bonded at time t, provided that the
bond was intact at time t50, independent of possible breaking in the interim time; c(t) is given by
c~ t ![

^d h~ 0 !d h~ t !&
.
^ d h 2&

~7!

Here d h(t)[h(t)2 ^ h & . In an infinite system, ^ h & [0, since
the probability of two arbitrary molecules being bonded is
zero. In the finite systems we simulate, the probability of a
” 0. We calpair of molecules being bonded is finite, so ^ h & 5
culate correlations in the fluctuations according to Eq. ~7! to
eliminate effects of finite ^ h & and compare with expectations
of the infinite system.
Luzar and Chandler @19,20# studied the reactive flux, defined by the derivative

k ~ t ! [2

dc ~ t !
,
dt

~8!

which quantifies the probability that an initially present bond
breaks at time t, independent of possible breaking and reforming events in the interval from 0 to t. Thus, the reactive
flux measures the effective decay rate of an initial set of
hydrogen bonds @45#.
For history-dependent correlations, consider Eq. ~7!, with
the restriction that a bond must be continuously intact. As a
result, the history-dependent correlation function will decay
more rapidly than the history-independent correlation function, as bonds that break and subsequently reform do not
contribute to the long-time correlations. For the purposes of
our simulations, we will measure distributions of bond lifetimes P(t)—in other words, the distribution of first breaking
times. Here P(t) measures the probability that an initially
bonded pair remains bonded at all times up to t and breaks at
time t. The function P(t) is obtained from simulations by
histogramming the bond lifetimes for each configuration. We
note that P(t) is sensitive to the sampling frequency. A
choice of a long interval between sampled configurations
corresponds to ignoring processes where a bond is broken for
a short time and subsequently reforms. As a consequence, to
calculate P(t), we sample every 10 fs ~shorter than the typical libration time that may destroy a bond!.
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V. PREVIOUS WORK ON BOND DYNAMICS

There are notable differences between the studies of Sciortino et al. @15# and those of Luzar and Chandler @19,20#,
which may arise from a variety of reasons related to the
difference in bonding definition and different correlation
functions considered.
A. Energetic bond definition, history-dependent correlations

Sciortino et al. calculated P(t) using the energetic bond
definition with threshold E HB 50 for a system of 216 molecules interacting via the highly structured ST2 potential for
water @47#. They considered five temperatures between 350
and 235 K, and found that P(t) does not display an exponential decay, but rather shows a power-law behavior over a
range of time, and that this range of behavior extends to
longer times at lower temperatures. Furthermore, they found
that the average bond lifetime t HB shows a power law increase as temperature is lowered, possibly related to the experimental observation that various relaxation times appear
to grow with a power-law behavior that diverges at temperature T s '245 °C.
B. Geometric definition, history-independent correlations

The study of the reactive flux by Luzar and Chandler
@19,20# used the geometric bond definition with a threshold
of u HB 530° for the SPC model of water @46# ~which is related to SPC/E! at temperature T5300 K. Luzar and Chandler observed a nonexponential decay, and further argued
that the relaxation of the bond dynamics does not coincide
with a power-law decay. They also proposed a model to
specifically describe the relaxation of the bond correlations.
VI. RESULTS

We shall systematically analyze our SPC/E simulation results using both bond definitions and both analysis methods.
We first consider the history-dependent correlation function,
as the average bond lifetime t HB provides and important
check of the bond definitions. We then focus on a historyindependent correlation function, and interpret our results using MCT.
A. History-dependent bond correlations
1. Average bond lifetime t HB

We first calculate t HB using threshold values E HB 5
210 kJ/mol and u HB 530° ~Fig. 2!. Our results are summarized in Table I. We find an Arrhenius temperature dependence with activation energies
E A5

H

8.861.0 kJ/mol ~ energetic bond definition!
9.361.0 kJ/mol ~ geometric bond definition! ,

FIG. 2. Average bond lifetime t HB for the energetic (s) and
geometric (3) bond definitions, shown for comparison are experimental data (L) for depolarized light scattering @5#. Although the
experimental data and the results for the geometric definition both
display a weak upward curvature, all three curves can be fit by
Arrhenius behavior t HB 5 t 0 exp(EA /kT). We scale the temperature
of the simulation results by T SMPC/E
D '245 K @39#, and temperature
of the experimental data by T expt
M D 5277 K to facilitate comparison
@38–40#.

50 kJ/mol @13,15# and u HB 535°. For these parameters, we
find the E A is roughly 30% smaller using the energetic definition, and is roughly 10% smaller using the geometric definition. The activation energy E A associated with t HB was
interpreted as the energy required to break a bond via librational motion, a ‘‘fast’’ motion @5,6#. We find better quantitative agreement with experiments for t HB values obtained
from the geometric definition than for t HB values obtained
from energetic definition—possibly because the geometric
bond definition, like the results of the depolarized light scattering experiments @5,6#, is highly sensitive to the linearity of
the bond. We will use the thresholds E HB 5210 kJ/mol and
u HB 530 ° for the remaining calculations.
2. Distribution P(t) of bond lifetimes

We now turn our attention to the distribution P(t) of bond
lifetimes. We observe neither power-law nor exponential behavior of P(t) for small times ~Fig. 3!. However the tail of
the distribution is well approximated by an exponential. A
power-law behavior of P(t) was found in Ref. @15# by studying the ST2 model, using an energetic bond definition with a
threshold parameter E HB 50 kJ/mol, and the previously
mentioned temporal requirement. The difference between the
TABLE I. Average hydrogen-bond lifetime t HB using each
bond definition.

T (K)

~9!

which compare well with the activation energy E A 510.8
61.0 kJ/mol obtained from depolarized light scattering experiments @5,6#. Indeed, we chose the thresholds of the bonding criteria so that we roughly reproduce the activation energy obtained from experimental measurements. We also
observe an Arrhenius behavior for threshold values E HB

350
300
275
250
225
210
200

t HB (ps)
Energetic bond definition
Geometric bond definition
0.13
0.18
0.23
0.31
0.46
0.55
0.71

0.18
0.27
0.37
0.54
0.99
1.35
1.94
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FIG. 3. The history-dependent bond lifetime distribution P(t)
for the energetic bond definition plotted on ~a! a log-log scale and
~b! a log-linear scale, revealing an exponential tail. Also shown is
P(t) for the geometric bond definition on ~c! a log-log scale and ~d!
a log-linear scale, also consistent with an exponential tail. Reading
from top to bottom, the curves may be identified as T5200, 210,
225, 250, 275, 300, and 350 K. Each curve is offset by one decade
for clarity.

present findings for P(t) and those of Ref. @15# is likely
attributable a combination of two factors: ~i! including a temporal criterion more closely links the dynamics to diffusive
motion, which is typically described by a power law; and ~ii!
that Ref. @15# followed a path very near to the liquid-liquid
critical point that appears in the ST2 potential @48#. If a
liquid-liquid transition occurs in SPC/E, it has been estimated to terminate at a critical point located at roughly 160
K and 200 MPa @39#. The present simulations should not be
significantly affected by this critical point, since the temperature and pressure we simulate are far from it. Simulations at
lower temperature, which are not feasible with current computational resources, may help to resolve this question.
The small difference between the results from the two
bond definitions can be explained by the difference in sensitivity to librational motion. Specifically, the sensitivity of the
geometric definition to librations causes many bonds to
break on a short time scale. Since P(t) depends on the unbroken presence of the bond, short time fluctuations result in
quantitative and qualitative differences in the functional form
of P(t).
B. History-independent bond correlations

We next consider the history-independent bond correlation function c(t). We calculate c(t) by averaging over all
pairs in the system and many possible time origins. Our results for all temperatures and both bond definitions are
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. For t&0.1 ps, c(t) decays
rapidly due to librational motion. For t*0.1 ps, c(t) remains relatively constant, especially at low T. Following the
‘‘plateau’’ is a second decay region where the correlations
relax to zero. This two-step relaxation is typical of super-

FIG. 4. For the history-independent method, we show the decay
of the hydrogen-bond correlation function c(t) for both bond definitions; ~a! the energetic bond definition and ~b! the geometric bond
definition. The simulations are for temperatures T5350, 300, 275,
250, 225, 210, and 200 K. Since the two definitions are nearly
identical for t.1 ps, we show an enlargement of the data in the
region t<1 ps in the inset.

cooled liquids @3,31–33#. In the second decay region, the
dominant process for bond breaking is diffusion. Since both
bond definitions employ the same distance criterion, it is not
surprising that the decay of c(t) at large times is nearly
identical for each of the two bond definitions. The decay of
c(t) is very similar to that observed for the intermediate
scattering function @27,28#. Indeed, both these functions
show a rapid decrease at small times due to vibrations and
librations of molecules, followed by a slow decay that can be
described by a stretched exponential. The intermediate scattering function is a measure of the correlation of the molecular coordinates, while c(t)—at least in the long time
limit—is a measure of the correlation of the molecular coordinates between a pair which is initially bonded. Hence it is
not surprising that the functions are qualitatively similar. Indeed, both functions are controlled by the diffusivity of the
system for long time scales.
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FIG. 5. Data collapse of c(t) using the scaling form predicted
by MCT. The time has been rescaled by t R as defined in Eq. ~11!.
Also shown is the fit using Eq. ~10! ~dashed line!. Note the small
deviation from the fit for t/ t *5 ~see the inset!.
1. Scaling of the correlation function

We may interpret the relaxation shown in Fig. 4 in terms
of the predictions of MCT. We first consider the TTSP that
focuses on the scaling of the second relaxation regime. Previous workers tested the scaling form of Eq. ~4!, and found
reasonable collapse to a single master curve at long times for
sufficiently low temperatures @27,49#. We obtain a reasonable collapse of the all c(t) curves ~for both definitions!
using Eq. ~4! ~Fig. 5!, and fit with the Kohlrausch-WilliamWatts stretched-exponential
c„t/ t R ~ T ! …5A 0 exp@ 2 ~ t/ t R ! b # ,

~10!

where b 50.6660.06 and A 0 50.9760.05. The fit by Eq.
~10! deviates slightly from the simulation results for t/ t R
*5 @50#. We note that each curve may also be individually
fit by a stretched exponential prior to scaling, from which we
obtain b values in the range 0.60–0.73.
2. Temperature dependence of relaxation time

We define the relaxation time t R by
c ~ t5 t R ! 5e 21 .

~11!

Our results for t R are given in Table II. In accord with Eq.
~5!, we plot t R as a function of (T2T c ). We find, indepenTABLE II. Relaxation time t R of the correlation function c(t)
defined by Eq. ~11!.

T (K)
350
300
275
250
225
210
200

t R (ps)
Energetic bond definition
Geometric bond definition
2.41
5.62
11.5
33.0
214
1839
6174

2.06
5.18
10.9
32.1
213
1857
6239
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FIG. 6. Relaxation time t R of the hydrogen-bond correlation
function c(t) ~Table II!. ~a! Fit to the scaling form predicted by
mode-coupling theory with T c 5197.5 K. ~b! Fit to the empirical
VFT form with T 0 5160 K. The symbols represent the relaxation
time from the geometric (3) and energetic (s) bond definitions.
The deviation from both fitting forms may indicate a smooth transition of relaxations time in supercooled water with that of glassy
water.

dent of bond definition, a power-law behavior with T c
5197.562 K and g 52.760.1 for T>210 K @Fig. 6~a!#.
These values were independently measured using the diffusion constant in Ref. @28# for SPC/E, and were found to be
g 52.8 and T c 5194 K. Our results for t R may also be relatively well fit by these parameters. The minor difference between the values of T c may arise from the decoupling of
relaxation times and diffusion constant that is known to occur at low T @28,51#. At T5200 K, t R is smaller than would
be estimated by Eq. ~5!, most likely because MCT does not
account for activated processes which aid diffusion and reduce relaxation times at low temperatures. Typically, these
activated processes become important near T c , as we find.
Calculations of the diffusion constant and the relaxation time
of the intermediate scattering function also show deviations
from a power-law at T5200 K. Thus the discussion of t R
appears to apply equally well to these other quantities.
Our results for t R can also be fit by the VFT form of Eq.
~1! where T 0 5160 K @Fig. 6~b!#. As discussed in Sec. II, the
VFT form is derived assuming that the constant pressure
specific heat C P depends inversely on the absolute temperature. For water, C P is known to be well approximated by a
power law with a nonzero singular temperature @2#. Thus it is
somewhat surprising that our results may be fit well by the
VFT.

C. Reactive flux

The behavior of the reactive flux k(t) is shown in Figs.
7~a! and 7~b! for both bond definitions. We observe a powerlaw region starting at t'0.3 ps for both bond definitions,
with an exponent 20.560.1 for temperatures down to T
5250 K. In addition, the duration of the power-law region
increases from about 1.5 decades at 300 K to about two
decades at 250 K. The value of this exponent can also be
interpreted in terms of MCT predictions. In the region of the
power law of Fig. 7, Eq. ~3! is valid. Since the plateau region
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FIG. 7. The reactive flux k(t) for ~a! the energetic bond definition and ~b! the geometric bond definition. These curves show little
resemblance to P(t) plotted in Fig. 3, as discussed in the text. Each
curve is offset by one decade for clarity. The temperatures shown
are the same as in Fig. 2. Note that the results obtained for the
geometric definition at T5300 K are consistent with the calculations of Luzar and Chandler for the SPC potential ~see the inset of
Fig. 1 of Refs. @19# and @20#!.

of c(t) is difficult to identify unambiguously, studying the
derivative expedites identification of b, as Eqs. ~3! and ~8!
require
k ~ t ! }t b21 .

~12!

Thus b50.560.1. For T,250 K, our results may be fit by
Eq. ~3! if higher-order terms are included. To properly measure b, a detailed analysis of transport properties is needed,
such as that performed in Refs. @27,28#. However, our purpose is not to confirm the MCT predictions, but rather to
determine if the bond dynamics can be interpreted within the
MCT framework. Our results support this possibility, since
g 52.7 and b50.5 are consistent with the MCT predictions
of Eqs. ~6a! and ~6b!.
We note that the reactive flux for the geometric bond
definition @Fig. 7~a!# shows a dip at t'0.06 ps not present in
the reactive flux obtained from the energetic bond definition
@Fig. 7~b!#. The difference can be reconciled by considering
the sensitivity of each definition to librational motion. The
angular restriction of the geometric bond definition makes it
very sensitive to librational motion, which has a characteristic time below 0.1 ps, so the dip stems from pairs initially
bonded which are broken ~by libration! but often reform a
bond. In contrast, the energetic definition is far less sensitive
to bond bending @13,15#, so we observe a relatively flat behavior at early times. At long times, k(t) is independent of
bond definition, as expected since both definitions use the
same distance criterion.
VII. DISCUSSION

We presented results for the hydrogen-bond dynamics using two analysis techniques for the SPC/E potential, which
allows us to effectively address the differences obtained by
each method. In particular, we contrast the functions P(t)
and k(t); P(t) measures the probability of an initially
present bond to first break at time t, while k(t) measure the
decay rate of a bond, allowing reforming events. The signifi-
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FIG. 8. The bond lifetime distribution for the geometric definition with various bond angles at T5250 K. The angles considered
are 15° (s), 30° (h) ~the case of Fig. 2!, 45° (L), and 60° (n).
Each curve is offset by 1.5 decades for clarity.

cant difference in the behavior of P(t) ~Fig. 3! relative to
k(t) ~Fig. 7! demonstrates that exponential behavior in the
history-dependent P(t) does not imply a specific behavior in
history-independent c(t) and k(t), contradicting the previous
claim that c(t) and k(t) decay exponentially if and only if
the lifetime distribution is also exponential @19#. This is best
illustrated by the fact that for the t*5 ps, P(t) is indeed
well approximated by an exponential @Figs. 3~b! and 3 ~d!#.
The differences in the qualitative behavior of P(t) for the
two bond definitions ~Fig. 3! suggest that P(t) may not be
the optimal function for understanding the bond dynamics.
To emphasize the difficulties of this approach, we plot P(t)
for several possible bond-angle criteria for the geometric
bond definition at T5250 K ~Fig. 8!. All curves are significantly different from one another, further illustrating that the
behavior of P(t) is strongly dependent on the choice of
bonding criteria. In contrast, the results of the historyindependent c(t) and k(t) appear to be largely independent
of the bond definition at long times.
The long time behavior of the history-independent correlations is not strongly affected by the choice of bonding definition, provided a reasonable distance criterion is chosen.
The short time behavior is sensitive to the librational motion
of the molecules, and as a result shows a strong dependence
on bond definition. The scaling of the correlation function
indicates that the relaxation obeys a single master relaxation
that is temperature independent over the range of temperature studied.
The exponent values g 52.7 and b50.5 obtained from the
history-independent analysis are close to the values g
52.80 and b50.51 in the MCT analysis along the same
thermodynamic path @28#. Hence our results are consistent
with the slowing of the dynamics as described by MCT, with
a ‘‘dynamical critical temperature’’ T c about 50 K below
T M D for the path studied. Since the dynamics of typical
transport properties have already been shown to be consistent with MCT @27,28#, it appears that the same explanation
may be used for the bond dynamics studied here as used for
the typical transport quantities. In water, this may not be the
case, since our bond definitions do not consider the quantum
effects that arise from the sharing of a proton. Furthermore,
as mentioned in Sec. I, our results may not be directly tested
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experimentally; therefore, we suggest the further simulation
work should consider comparisons with experimentally measured quantities, such as the Raman spectrum, so that the
significance of these somewhat arbitrary definitions can be
better understood.
Attempts to explain the experimentally measured thermodynamic and dynamic anomalies have led to much scrutiny
of the phase diagram in the supercooled regime. Previous
work emphasized that the power-law growth of relaxation
time, and the fact that location of the mode coupling T c
coincides with T s is sufficient to account for the observed
dynamic anomalies. This explanation is consistent with the
hypothesis that the liquid and glass are continuous, without
the intervention of a low temperature spinodal @52#. The deviation of characteristic times at the lowest temperature we
study provides further support for continuity of the liquid
and glassy states of water. However, we emphasize that the
MCT explanation does not account for the unusual behavior
of thermodynamic properties. Further investigations may
help to elucidate the connection, if any, with a possible additional critical point in the supercooled region of the phase
diagram @4,48,53#, or possibly the ‘‘singularity-free’’ scenario @54#.
The correlation function c(t) yields information about the
relation between molecule pair separation and orientation, as
these two properties are used to define the hydrogen bond.
Similar information can be obtained by considering angular
and diffusion correlations; indeed, the dipole autocorrelation
function and the intermediate scattering function for SPC/E
at roughly the same state points reveal similar information
@27#. To obtain bond information that is not as tightly
coupled to the classical dynamics of the molecules, consideration of flexibility, polarizability, and the quantum mechanical aspects of the water molecule is needed. This is an
area of interesting future investigation, as the results would
provide the validity of classical results.

The Arrhenius behavior of the average bond lifetime and
the power-law behavior of the relaxation time are not unique
to water. Thermally activated bond lifetimes coupled with
slow network restructuring have been found in a hard-sphere
model with a restricted coordination number @55#. This suggests that the dynamics observed in here may also apply to
other networked fluids, such as SiO2 .
A more complete picture of the dynamics in liquid water
may be provided by investigating history-independent correlations for the ST2 model of water, which is more structured
and also more mobile than SPC/E water, and would thus
provide a contrast to the results presented here. In ST2, the
presence of activated processes for T&270 K yield Arrhenius behavior of the diffusion constant, with an activation energy of 115 kJ/mol @56#. These differences further illustrate
the sensitivity of the dynamics on the model potential, most
of which provide a good account of structural properties.
Furthermore, simulations of the dynamic properties of the
TIP4P @57# potential have been considered only in a limited
range, and further studies would be useful. Previous work
suggests that the behavior of liquid water is frequently
bounded by the behavior seen in the ST2, TIP4P, and SPC/E
models of water @39#. Studies of the spatial correlations of
the dynamically active regions @58# are also underway for
these potentials. Combining simulation results for many potentials could provide more insight into the hydrogen bonds
dynamics in supercooled liquid water.
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